
Servtown Expands its Office and Commercial
Cleaning Services to Sydney Wide

Office cleaning sydney

Servtown its a boutique cleaning company based in

Sydney, servicing commercial and residential clients

with a great emphasis on quality service.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA, July 18,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Servtown, a

distinguished boutique cleaning company based in

NSW, is proud to announce the expansion of its

office cleaning services in Sydney. The company's

Sydney commercial cleaning services are now

extending across key business districts. Since its

inception, Servtown has served residential and

commercial clients in Chatswood and surrounding

suburbs, steadily growing to become a trusted name

in the cleaning industry.

Enhanced Service Accessibility

The expansion initiative aims to enhance service

accessibility for small to large offices located in

strategic areas including Chatswood, St Leonards,

Pymble, North Sydney, Macquarie Park, Epping, and

Sydney CBD. This expansion reflects Servtown’s commitment to providing high-quality cleaning

services to a broader range of businesses, ensuring that work environments remain clean,

healthy, and conducive to productivity.

The Best Office Cleaning Service in Willoughby, 2024

With a commitment to excellence, Servtown has been recognized for its outstanding

contributions to cleanliness and hygiene, culminating in the prestigious accolade of The Best

Office Cleaning Service in the City of Willoughby for 2024, awarded earlier this year. This

recognition underscores Servtown’s dedication to maintaining the highest standards in the

cleaning industry.

Commitment to Quality

Servtown is synonymous with quality, delivering meticulous cleaning services that elevate

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://servtown.com.au/office-cleaning-sydney/
https://servtown.com.au/commercial-cleaning-sydney/
https://servtown.com.au/office-cleaning-sydney/


workplace productivity and enhance the overall environment. Each member of the highly trained

cleaning team is equipped with expertise in utilizing eco-friendly, non-toxic products and

effective disinfectants to ensure surfaces are germ-free and pristine. By addressing cleaning

challenges with precision and care, Servtown guarantees optimal results that meet and exceed

client expectations.

Reliable Service Excellence

Reliability and responsiveness are at the core of Servtown's service ethos. Clients can depend on

consistent and punctual cleaning solutions, free from last-minute cancellations or delayed

responses. Efficient communication is a priority, with commitments to respond to emails within

24 business hours and phone calls on the same day, demonstrating a dedication to seamless

client interactions and satisfaction. Unhappy clients are encouraged to report issues, and the

team will be sent as soon as possible to rectify any cleaning concerns.

Open to Client Feedback

Client feedback is taken very seriously and acted on promptly. This proactive approach has

resulted in a high client retention rate, demonstrating a commitment to client care and their

cleaning requirements. By continuously improving services based on client feedback, Servtown

ensures client satisfaction and meets their cleaning needs.

Comprehensive Commercial Solutions

Servtown offers a diverse range of Sydney commercial cleaning services tailored to meet the

unique needs of various industries. Expertise extends across offices, strata buildings, medical

centers, gyms, fitness centers, warehouses, factories, and more. By understanding the specific

demands of each sector, Servtown ensures that every facility receives specialized care and

attention, maintaining high standards of cleanliness and hygiene.

General & Customized Cleaning Work Scope

The general office cleaning services provided by Servtown include floor vacuuming and mopping,

kitchen cleaning, disinfecting toilets, disinfecting and wiping desks and chair handles, polishing

computer or laptop screens, replacing bin liners, and taking out bins. Blowing leaves and floor

sweeping for outdoor areas is included for certain commercial properties depending on client

requirements. Additional cleaning services such as carpet steam cleaning, upholstery cleaning,

pressure washing, spot cleaning walls, and internal and external window cleaning are offered on

a bi-annual or annual basis.

After Hours & Flexible Cleaning Schedule

Recognizing that most commercial establishments close after 6 pm, cleaning services are

scheduled during off-hours to avoid disruption. The team is dedicated to accommodating client

needs and schedules, ensuring that offices remain fresh and pristine for the next business day.

Free Onsite Quotation & Affordable Pricing

Understanding the importance of budgeting for business needs, Servtown offers free onsite



quotations to provide accurate and transparent estimates tailored to specific requirements.

Pricing is competitive and designed to offer exceptional value for the quality of service provided.

Affordable rates ensure that businesses of all sizes can benefit from top-notch cleaning services

without compromising on quality.

Cheryl Tan

Servtown Cleaning Company

+61 422 114 076

enquiry@servtown.com.au
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